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UKMC 

Sunday 24 June 2012 

Crowne Plaza, Birmingham 

 

Attendance  Lynn Davies  

   Mike Harris 

   Keith May 

   Roy Corry 

   Lynette Harris 

   Nigel Rowe 

   Bill Adcocks 

   Roger Simons 

   Niels de Vos 

   Leslie Roy 

   Wendy Haxell 

   Chris Jones 

   Kevan Taylor  

   Chris Cohen 

   Carole Anthony 

   Peter King 

   Ed Warner 

     

Apologies:  Helen Clitheroe 

 

 

Welcome & Apologies 

 

LD welcomed everyone to the meeting with special welcome to Peter King, Vice Chair 

England Athletics & Carole Anthony, Welsh Athletics.  Apologies were received from Helen 

Clitheroe. 

 

LD wished to congratulate Ed Warner & Mike Bull on their OBE’s and Joe Quinn on his MBE 

 

 

Minutes of the minutes 17 & 18 February 2012 

 

The minutes of the meeting 17 & 18 February were approved as a true record. 

 

Matters arising from meeting 17 & 18 February 2012  

 

The Matters arising were covered in the minutes of the meeting. 

 

Chairs Report  
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EW updated the Council on the UKA Board meetings and explained that recent meetings 

had devoted a lot of time on the Commercial Strategy (Sponsorship) & Performance 

Structure for 2013-17. 

 

2017 World Championships – EW explained that 2017 would be setting up a Board which 

would include representatives from all funding partners.  EW said that the cost of putting the 

Championships on would be c.£50m.   

 

CEO Report 

 

CEO report taken as read 

 

New CEO KPI’s for 2012-13 have been approved by the UKA Board  

 

London 2012 

Olympics – The GB Team will be announced for London on 2 July with the last date for 

achieving standards 1 July. 

 

Paralympics – The number of athlete places for London will be 52, which will be the third 

largest team behind Russia and China. 

 

BOA Byelaw  

On 16 May the National Olympic Committee voted to repeal the bye law with immediate 

effect.  This means that Dwain Chambers and Carl Myerscough are both now eligible for 

selection to the Olympic Team (subject of course to making the qualification criteria). 

 

The UKA Board agreed that both Chambers and Myerscough should be considered eligible 

for invitation to UKA Televised Events.  However, the Board was clear that it retained the 

right to invite whomever it wished to UKA invitational meetings and that, in general, athletes 

guilty of a serious doping offence deemed (in the view of the Board of UKA) to bring the 

Events or UKA into disrepute, would not be invited.  All athletes would continue to be 

considered on an individual basis (as has historically been the case). 

 

South of England Athletics Association (SEAA) 

 

The SEAA appealed after a permit was refused for the Southern Senior Championships.  

The Appeal was heard and it was agreed that the decision would stand. The event has since 

been promoted as a level 1 event. 

 

Athlete Friends & Family tickets  

 

The CEO & Chair confirmed that they had approved the costs of the Paralympics’ Friends & 

Family tickets at a cost of approx £13k. 

 

UKA Budgets – Kevan Taylor 
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KT Presented the 2012/13 Budgets to the Council and highlighted the following points: 

 

Income 

The major changes since last year are the bringing in house of the TV Events from Fast 

Track and also Commercial Sales, saving UKA approx £1.2m. 

 

The move from Blythe Valley to Alexander Stadium benefits athletics by over £1.8m over 10 

years 

 

UK Sport funding will be confirmed in early 2013 and Sport England funding decision by 

Christmas. 

 

Expenditure 

UKA works to a balanced budget of £27m in total with more than 77% of this going towards 

front line athletics, a small increase on 2011/12 

 

Some exceptional activities such as 2017 World Championship, TV Events Transition and 

Office move costs equate to 3% of total expenditure.  

 

Facilities Update – Chris Jones 

 

CJ provided an update on the Facilities plan.  England Athletics published their facilities plan 

in February 2012, which also forms part of the Whole Sport Plan (2013-17) submission and 

includes funding for capital for new facilities. 

Action: CJ to circulate a copy of EA facilities plan. 

 

MH asked to see a copy of Peter Sutcliffe’s Facilities Strategy – this was agreed that once it 

was finalised this would be distributed to the Council. 
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Home Country Reports 

 

England Athletics – Chris Jones 

 

13-17 Whole Sport Plan  

 

 This joint UKA/EA submission is now with Sport England. A follow up presentation 

from NDV and CJ will take place in October to Sport England as part of the 

assessment process. The plan is very much about evolution not revolution and will 

see a continuation of our core strategies around clubs, coaching, competition and 

mass participation.  We will strive to get more resource into delivery and “activation” 

at a local level and to give renewed focus to local level planning in partnership with 

the English regions. 

 Our WSP approaches disability through a totally inclusive approach. Our existing 

disability action plan puts us in a strong position here with inclusive competition 

guidance and integrated club/coach development being a trade mark of our current 

approach.  

 The plan outlines the “whole sport plan” for growing and sustaining participation but 

also in raising standards of pre world class performance over the 4 year period.   

 Sport England now has a focus for the 14-25 age group as well as mass participation 

for adults. Our strategies aim to address this. Specific measures for success will be 

agreed with Sport England in return for investment across each of the “grow, sustain 

and excel” outcomes. 

 There are 3 pillars to our WSP funding plan comprising SE, Commercial/event 

income and affiliation – there is an affiliation restructure planned for 2013 – to be 

announced towards the end of the summer to enable clubs to prepare well in 

advance of 2013.  

 Some sensible transition work is taking place where low risk and low cost to trial and 

pilot some  approaches that are core to the WSP so we are not starting from zero 

next April – particularly in areas such as facilities as we have built some capital 

investment into the plan.  

 A feature of the WSP is for EA to work in priority cities to extend its urban activation 

model that has been a huge success in London (see later). These cities include 

Birmingham, London, Manchester, Stoke, Liverpool, Newcastle, Nottingham, 

Leicester, Bristol, Leeds and Sheffield. EA plans to invest in activators in these areas 

as well as prioritise allocation of some capital spend to boost specific facilities by 

working closely with key local authorities and partners in these areas. These cities 

have been prioritised through a mapping study using APS participation data, athletics 

club and athlete mapping, facility mapping and latent demand.   

 EA is working ever closer with UKA around development and commercial linkages, 

particularly in the areas of coaching, community athletics (schools, clubs, running) 

and competition development.  
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12-13 Operational Plan 

 

 The 2012 EA operational plan and budgets are now approved – work continues 

during this final year of the current SE funded cycle (09-13). The summer season of 

outdoor championships is now underway combined with recent schools, club 

conferences across the country – planning  is now underway with UKA for local 

coaching conferences at an area level in October followed by a full LCDP winter 

programme that  is aligned to the NCDP.  Connectivity between UKA and EA is 

absolutely imperative in this area.  

 EA is now working with UKA to promote the event group modules via uCoach. These 

are proving very popular. We are now working closer with UKA regarding 

communication, promotion and delivery of the UKA Coach Education syllabus. 

Despite LIRF (Leadership In Running & Fitness) proving popular, there are still some 

improvements to be made here and our WSP plans for 2013 onwards aim to address 

these specifically.  

 The England Hall Of Fame & Volunteer Awards Evening will be held on 27 October 

at the Hilton NEC for the 4th year. This is combined with national volunteer awards 

(x9 regions) that take place during September and October across the country. 

 2012 “Are You Ready?” Campaign planning in full flow – 100 days to go events in 

clubs attracted 190 club events to be part of this venture. Over 200 events planned 

for events in August which mark the closing of the Olympic Games and the period 

before the start of the Paralympic Games. We are aligned to UKA with this 

programme and also the government “Join In” Scheme. 

 The Sport England Active People survey results out at the end of June 2012 then 

again at the end of 2012 – these findings are pretty key in backing up our WSP 

submission as this is the key measure that SE apply to assess our performance in 

driving participation in athletics. Athletics has grown annually for the last 3 years in 

succession.  

 School Games activity is taking place across England as we speak with level 3 

county events being supported by the NGBs with clear formats for teams and 

organisers to follow – 43 events involve athletics. Andy Paul is now managing our 

schools work as part of his secondment to EA. EA and UKA are working closely 

together on this programme.  

 Run England –There are now over 23,000 members and 900 groups in place now 

across England (including over 350 groups that are delivered by clubs) The 

programme is growing fast thanks to our collaborative partnership with many third 

party race providers, Sport England and County Sports Partnerships across England. 

Our team of local activators on the ground are led through an EA/UKA value added 

partnership. Plans are in place to ramp up Run England coverage for the rest of this 

year and into the next 4 year cycle.  

 The England Facility Plan is now developed and has shaped our WSP submission 

and work in this area – this has been produced alongside an asset transfer resource 

to support clubs that are having discussions with local facility owners about taking 

“ownership” of their local tracks.  
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 Our London RUN! Activation Project funded by EA, Mayors Fund and local boroughs 

has stormed through the 50,000 participant barrier in just over a year. A team of local 

activators are introducing more people into the sport with over 6,000 of this number 

doing athletics now 1x30 minutes per week. Connectivity with local clubs is key to 

this approach, in particular Athletics Networks. This project is a blueprint for other 

work beyond London from 2013 onwards. Negotiations are now underway to extend 

the project through this partnership approach beyond the 2 year funded pilot. RUN! 

Coverage will be documented at the London Grand Prix via promotional film on the 

big screens.   

 England has supported each of the area officials development conferences again in 

2012. There are plans afoot to bolster our work in this area post 2012 through our 

WSP. An England Officials Forum met in April and we initiated an Endurance specific 

forum too in May as this is a key area of work to address to ensure alignment 

between local partners, EA and UKA. 

 
General  

 

 Peter King has been appointed as vice chair to take over from John Graves after the 

AGM in October. Peter is a former CEO in British Cycling, a board member of 

Commonwealth Games England and the Sport and Recreation Alliance. He is 

already working on some specific projects with CJ, JG and Kevan Taylor relating to 

governance. 

 A review of the local governance elements of the sport in England is underway, 

particularly reviewing and refining the role of regional councils with an aspiration to 

clarify and strengthen the role, particularly in relation to local planning.  

 
WH asked regarding funding and support of Officials – CJ confirmed that there was an 

allocation within the WSP to support Officials. 

 

Welsh Athletics – Lynette Harris 

The Welsh Diamond Jubilee Championships took place over an unprecedented three 
days (2 to 4 June) and provided some convincing performances for both high-aiming, 
established athletes and young guns alike. 

Almost 800 competitors took to the track and field over the weekend, with competition 
including all age groups from Under 13 to Seniors, including Welsh Masters and Parallel 
Success disability events. 

The Welsh Athletics International will be held at the Cardiff International Sports Stadium 
on 18 July and is a unique chance for Wales to showcase the best of Olympic and Welsh 
athletics talent just days before the start of the 2012 Games. Many nations, including USA, 
Trinidad and Tobago, New Zealand, Botswana, South Africa, Estonia, Sweden, Denmark, 
British Virgin Islands and Costa Rica have already shown an interest in competing. 

The event is planned to capture the Olympic fever that will be building in the anticipation of 
the start of the Games, and is well placed in the athletics calendar - just days after the Aviva 
London Grand Prix. This meeting also includes an under 20 International, featuring the best 
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of up and coming talent, giving them vital experience and a chance to be part of a fantastic 
evening of athletics. 

More than 500 school children took part in the events Welsh Athletics organised across 
Wales to celebrate the London 2012 Olympic Torch Relay. 

Aided by the local Welsh Athletics Network Officers and local clubs, Welsh Athletics set up 
special "5 Event Challenge" areas at the main Torch Relay events in Swansea on Saturday 
26, Aberystwyth on Sunday 27 and Bangor on Monday 28 May, and besides the Torch route 
in Caerphilly and Torfaen on Saturday 26 May. 

 
The events also saw the participation of some of the most prominent Welsh Athletics stars 
and young emerging talents. Middle distance runner Steve Davies accompanied hundreds of 
kids on a mini-torch run in Swansea, while Alex Hains and Adam Bitchell - himself a local 
from Aberystwyth - were welcoming all school children on Sunday. Olympic hopeful Gareth 
Warburton and young GB international Owen Smith handed out autographed cards and 
posed for pictures at the Faenol estate in Bangor.  
 
Wales’ biggest road race, the Lloyds TSB Cardiff Half-Marathon, will be under new 
management when it enjoys its 10th annual run around the capital city on Sunday, 14 
October, 2012. 
 
A new, not-for-profit company has been created to manage and deliver the event which, the 
past nine years, has been organised successfully by the UK’s largest children’s charity 
Barnardo’s.  
 
Run 4 Wales has taken over full responsibility for the management, organisation and 
delivery of this year’s race and is dedicated to build on the success story created by 
Barnardo’s in bringing race numbers up to 15,000.  
 
The Lloyds TSB Cardiff Half-Marathon has grown to become the largest mass participation 
event of its kind in Wales and has raised millions of pounds for charities over the years. In 
addition, the event has successfully showcased Cardiff as a major events city and attracted 
tens of thousands of visitors over and above the athletes. 
 
Run 4 Wales’ Strategic Objectives are:  

• To promote, manage and deliver running events in Wales  
• To build event management capacity in Wales 

• Creating employment opportunities  
• Developing a volunteer workforce  

• To prepare bids for Major Events to be hosted in Wales  
• To support the running community and race organisers in Wales through the 

provision of expert advice and guidance 
• To support the development of grassroots athletics in Wales to help every child in 

Wales get hooked on sport for life 
• To make a significant contribution to Creating an Active Wales, contributing to the 

physical activity targets of the Welsh Government and Sport Wales’ Community 
Sports Strategy     
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Welsh Athletics are delighted to announce that Andy Brittan has been appointed to the role 
of National Event Group Lead for Throws. Andy commenced his role with Welsh Athletics 
on Friday 1 June and completes the “Progressing Coaching for Performance” staff team.  
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Scottish Athletics – Leslie Roy  
 
Chairman 
 
Ultra runner Ian Beattie was appointed on 26 April as our new Non-Executive Chairman. Ian 
has previously served on the scottishathletics Board and is a keen enthusiast of the sport. 
In his professional life he is a CA and Chief Operating Officer of Lindsays Solicitors. 
Currently a member of Harmony AC he is race director of the West Highland Way race and 
he has competed in numerous marathons and ultra-marathons.  
 
Ian also has experience in the wider field of Scottish and UK Sport – with sportscotland 
where he has been vice-chair for the past four years, UK sport and in 2003 was a consultant 
to the UKA Board for a period of time. 
 
scottishathletics see his experience of the sport in Scotland, his business expertise and 
leadership as hugely beneficial as the countdown intensifies towards London 2012 and 
Glasgow 2014. 
 
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games Selection Policy 
 
The scottishathletics 2014 Commonwealth Games Selection Policy and Standards were 
launched on 4 April 2012.  This gives athletes and their coaches, 12 months to prepare for 
the selection window opening on 1 April 2013 (marathon window opens on 1 January 2013), 
and represents a very early agreement and publication compared to recent cycles.  Key and 
important features of the policy are: 

 Timeframes – early start for the marathon and as late a finish as is feasible based 
on CGF deadlines for registration of athletes. 

 Three selection dates – enabling athletes who have achieved the selection 
standards twice to be nominated and selected and confirmed as early as October 
2013. 

 Integrated standards and approach for parasport and able bodied athletes. 
 
The selection standards can be viewed at: 
http://www.scottishathletics.org.uk/index.php?p=53 
 
Recruitment 
 
The recruitment process for a Director of Coaching has now concluded with the appointment 
of Stephen Maguire.  Stephen takes up his role in September at the conclusion of his 
Olympic and Paralympic commitments.  He has been in regular contact and has been 
involved in second round interviews for other performance team roles. 
 
The appointment of other Performance Team members has not been as successful and 
regretfully, no candidates met our requirements.  Given the September start date for 
Stephen we have time to re-advertise, and will place these adverts very shortly. 
 
A new Social Media and Digital Communications Officer – Sue Gyford- has been appointed 
and will work closely with Peter Jardine our Communications Manager as part of a team that 
now takes responsibility for all communications platforms – jogscotland and scottishathletics. 
 
 

http://www.scottishathletics.org.uk/index.php?p=53
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IFAC 
 
Sharon Hannan, long-time coach to the reigning 100m Hurdles World Champion – Sally 
Pearson, will come to Glasgow for the 2012 edition of the International Festival of Athletics 
Coaching (IFAC) from 26-28 October.  Sharon will be delivering a keynote speech and will 
also be leading a number of seminars and practical workshops sharing her knowledge of the 
sprint hurdles as well as her experiences in the career development of Sally. 
 
Development 
 
The impact of our Development Team and revised approach (following on from our new 
Strategy in 2011), is beginning to be felt and noticed. The “Club Together” programme – 
involving partnership funding that results in part time employees working within key clubs (16 
at this point) and addressing capacity, recruitment, retention, and people issues is in its early 
days, but feedback highly positive. Club Together is seen as a key aspect of our drive to 
increase participation numbers within our sport, and work with our clubs to ensure a great 
environment for young people to embrace athletics for life – in whatever capacity. 
 
Governance “fit for purpose” Audit 
 
Through our key partners sportscotland, scottishathletics participated fully in an external 
audit of governance and key operating procedures. This was undertaken as a trial with two 
other governing bodies in Scotland, and involved significant direct engagement and 
demonstration of practice across all key business areas.  
 
The Audit was conducted by Deloitte, and scottishathletics received some helpful advice as 
a result of the examination, and was rated with “Reasonable Assurance” overall. 
 

Athletics Northern Ireland – Roy Corry 
 
Corporate Issues 
 
Sport NI Funding 
SNI presentation delivered by staff members to the board for our ‘pitch’ for the coming 4 
years ending 31 March 2017. This dummy run was well received by the board members and 
with some fine tuning will be delivered to the SNI panel on 20 June 2012. The main thrust is 
to continue our present strategy and staffing but to seek an uplift in funding to cover 
weaknesses identified. However it is not clear whether SNI will have the funding available to 
allow this. 
 
Sport NI Governance & Management Audit  
Received notification of SNI’s upgrade to top level of assurance – Substantial, which entitles 
us to 90% drawdown of annual funding award. More important removes the onerous regime 
of vouching quarterly claims. 
 
UKA – Commercial Rights Proposal 
We await with interest the proposal currently being prepared for the delivery of same and the 
negotiation process to achieve an equitable solution to these rights. 
 
Mary Peters Track Upgrade    
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Work is progressing and the planned date for commencing to lay the Mondo surface is 15 
August 2012. Expectations to celebrate opening with an appropriate opening event April or 
May 2013 
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Finance & Risk Report 
Risk identified with the uncertainty around Belfast City Council Mary Peters Track 
management contract. Finance reports for 9 months indicate loss £9k, however, recovery 
over the next quarter will reduce same to break even or small loss.   
 
Commonwealth Games 2014 
First draft of guideline standards presented by Jackie McKernan, Athlete & Coach 
Development manager.  Agreed that sub-group would convene with Jackie and produce a 
final version for board endorsement. Team Coach/Manager nominated as Jackie McKernan 
and an assistant would be appointed if the allocation to athletics deemed successful. This 
position would be advertised on our web site.     
 
Professional Staff 
 
Athlete & Coach Development 
It was noted there had been a number of pleasing results during the early summer months. 
From the athletes perspective several initiatives were introduced. These included Soft 
Tissue Massage, Physiology, Athlete Support Programme, Field Event Initiative, Talent 
Development & Youth Academy  
 
Coaching & Club Development 
 

1. Coach Education & Officials Education 
- All UKA Courses finished until October 2012 
- All Elevating Athletics courses continue until July 2012 
- Coaching Workshops/Conference with UKA assistance 29 September 2012 
 
 
2.  Club Development Initiatives 

      -     ANI Rising Stars Squad invitations issued for 2012/2013 season 
      -    ANI Clubmark Accreditation attracted two more clubs   
      -    Club Development Workshops completed        
      -    Active Communities Coaches working in tandem with ANI 
 
Other Items of Interest 
 
Congratulations 
Ed Warner on his OBE award as well as Mike Bull a distinguished Northern Ireland athlete. 
Another ANI Board member Joe Quinn was the recipient of an MBE  
 
ANI hosting a Brian Downing memorial event 18 July 
 

Clubs Reports – Keith May & Bill Adcocks 
 
Bill Adcocks – Club representative 
 
The track season is a busy one and a number of changes have been implemented which 
have been viewed differently by a wide range of people in the sport.  At this time the 
observations that follow are mine alone and only time will tell if the general consensus 
matches mine. 
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The re-jig of the National Young Athletes League has been good and matches with six 
teams have certainly been well received and have given better completion for the athletes 
involved rather than the rather sterile 3 team format of previous years.  One problem has 
been with the results package used by the League.  Simon Fennell, who has done a sterling 
job in writing the package, understandably has used a higher grade of Excel than all users 
have which has meant many problems.  This was made worse by the fact that the package 
had not been completely debugged and was only made available a few days before the first 
fixture.  The implication of not having the correct package besides the practical ones of 
getting the results out is one of cost.  Although the set up this season is a one off, many feel 
that the format for next year in losing an age group to the league will not make for better 
meetings. 
 
The England Championships incorporating the Midland and Northern Area Championships 
has had a mixed reception.  There is a feeling that due recognition of the area medal 
winners was not afforded.  Whilst one can understand possible time constraints in attempting 
to make all presentations it was felt that area medallists had been sidelined.  The traditional 
ladder of progression in competition will be affected if this situation continues.  At all levels 
athletes strive to improve and gain recognition so taking away that recognition at any level 
will surely have a negative effect.  There is a feeling by some in the areas that they have 
been steamrollered into this set up and there are many who are not happy. 
 
Changes in UKA rules have brought about changes in the procedures for athletes wishing to 
change clubs.  The way that this has been implemented has caused some concern.  Area 
First Claims Committees have been disbanded but no appreciation has been shown to All of 
the members of these committees who have given their time and acted impartially for many 
years.   
 
At this watershed in time one thing that the sport cannot afford to do is lose officials and 
administrators and not giving them due reverence will only have a negative effect.  The 
process has been compromised in at least one instance, to my knowledge, due to 
misunderstanding of the rules and a rewriting of parts but not all of the rules for this area. 
 
Keith May – Club Representative 
 
Much of my time over the last few months has been taken up with discussion with the local 
council over the replacement of the track at my own Club. The Council have indicated that 
they will only replace the track if there is some funding from either the Governing Body or 
Sport England. I pointed out to them that they could not expect any help with funding when 
they were going to dig up a perfectly good facility and sell the land for £10 million. This was 
reiterated by Sport England at a recent meeting.  
 
However, I am reasonably optimistic that when the Council make their plans known for the 
future of the leisure facilities currently on the site that a new track will be included, but at a 
different site. The current Indoor Facility, which will be demolished is unlikely to be replaced 
in the near future. The report is due out on 20 June, so hopefully I will have good news to 
report at the meeting. 
 
I attended an excellent School Conference put on by England Athletics and participated in a 
workshop that focussed on School & Clubs links. England Athletics have plans for the future 
of School to Club links. I think that the future of School to Club links is not only dependent on 
the Clubs but mainly on the enthusiasm from PE staff at Schools. 
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It was disappointing to find out that no suitable compromise had been found between 
England Athletics and SEAA over the holding of South of England Senior Championships 
this year, as the people who have lost out are the athletes. I hope that negotiations over next 
year’s Championships are held early enough so that these Championships can be held. 
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Officials - Wendy Haxell  
 
Conference  
 
The National conference held in April emphasised Recruitment, Retention and Reward. 
 
A wide variety of topics was available.  The key note speaker was Howard Webb who 
showed that desire to do something can be the driving force to achieving… but only if hard 
work and planning are put into operation. 
 
The Recruitment stand was on display and will continue its usage at other meetings. 
 
Test Event 
 
A test event was held at the Olympic Stadium and was a good vehicle for working on 
systems. It generally went very well with the radio systems being the biggest problem. The 
BUCS event provided plenty of competition with longer days than will be experienced at the 
Olympics. There followed a Disability meeting to test the Paralympic requirements. 
 
Olympic selection letters have now gone out to officials along with rooming lists. 
 
Selections 
 
Opportunities have been made for more officials to experience management jobs and some 
young officials not yet on the national list have been appointed as technical officials to some 
England meetings. This follows the need to develop officials for the future. 
 
IPC invite 
 
Some officials will be going to the Netherlands to work at the IPC meeting this week. 
Some of whom are paying their own fare to experience the competition. 
 
London 2012 
 
Olympic Selection letters have now gone out confirming officials selected at the Games – 
232 officials selected – 170 of these are also doing the Paralympics 
 
Off Track – Nigel Rowe 
 
Championship Bids Update: 
England have sought IAAF support for inclusion of Ultra Distance and Mountain Running into 
2018 Commonwealth Games 
Welsh Athletics continue to work up their bid to host World Trail 2013 and World Mountain 
Running Championships 2015 
  
Runbritain: 
European Athletics Innovation Bid submitted for “Handicap Scoring System” within 
Technology Category, currently 24,000 registered 
 
2012 Grand Prix current positions after 2 races 
 
Men: 
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1st Jon Pepper     

2nd David Bruce 
3rd Matt Janes 
Ladies: 
1st Juliet Doyle 
2nd Emily Wicks 
3rd Annabel Grainger 
 
Peterborough Half Marathon (final race in Grand Prix and UK Half Marathon Champs in 
October) is reporting on the home page of its website that entries are 53% higher than at the 
equivalent point last year. 
 
Snippets: 

 200 Event Adjudicators recruited 

 Intermediate Race Directors Course held Sunday 19 February, well received  

 15th May -  209 races using online entry system (247 in whole year 2011) 

 1,566 races licensed and listed on calendar (2,001 in whole year 2011) 
 
Run England: 
22,500 members 
970 registered groups  
 
European Athletics Innovation Bid submitted in support of 3-2-1concept within Promotion 
Category. At present there are 30-40 courses marked with a target of 150 by March 2013. 
 
Ultra Distance: 
24 Hour Basel –  
John Pares (Wales), Steve Holyoak, and Karen Hathaway (England) achieving the GBR 24 
Hour selection criteria for the IAU 24 Hour World Championships in Poland on 8/9 
September 2012. 
 
Comrades 89km Marathon 
2nd Elanor Greenwood GBR 6-08-24 Serpentine R.C.;  
4th Joasia Zakrzewski GBR 6-33-41 Dumfries;  
Karen Galpin Almost Athletes 8-09-25 (1st Vet Women 0/50) 
 
Mountain Running: 
WMRA are considering including a World Relay event later in the year. 
8th World Long Distance Mountain Running Challenge – Slovenia 18th June 
Men’s: 
2nd Thomas Owens (Scotland) 
3rd Robbie Simpson (Scotland) 
4th Jethro Lennox (Scotland)  1st Team Scotland 
Ladies: 
1st Philippa Maddams (England) 
2nd Karen Alexander (Ireland) 
3rd Helen Fines (England)  1st Team England 
 
7 July 2012 Turkey hosts the 11th EA Mountain Running Championships (up and down) 
 
Coaching – Mike Harris 
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Coach license renewals as part of the new system are coming up.  3/4 year cycle changes to 
coaching process and still developing.  MH report will be provided at the post Olympic 
Council Meeting. 
 
 
 
Any Other Business 
 
LD wished the Athletes, Support staff and officials at European Championships and Olympic 
& Paralympics on behalf of the council  
 
 
Date of Next Meetings  
 
Friday 5 October 2012 - 10 am – Alexander Stadium 
Friday 30 November – 10 am – Alexander Stadium  
 
 


